Abstract. This paper focuses on the supporting effect of electromagnetic spectrum warfare operational capability on joint operations. Firstly, the concept of electromagnetic spectrum warfare operational support capability is expounded. Then, the successful probability of joint operations supported by tactical-level electromagnetic spectrum warfare operational capability is described. Finally, the contribution of operational support capability for electromagnetic spectrum warfare in the overall situation of joint operations is expressed by using the comprehensive measurement method. Through this paper, we have studied and discussed the quantitative method of the operational support capability for electromagnetic spectrum warfare.
Introduction
In recent years, with the electromagnetic spectrum becomes the sixth operation domain independently, the concept of electromagnetic spectrum warfare has become hot words in the spectrum management field. Currently, a large number of studies have focused on exploring the connotation and extension of electromagnetic spectrum warfare, but few studies have focused on how to accurately quantify the support role of electromagnetic spectrum warfare in joint operations [1] . In this paper, the measurement and calculation methods of operational support capability for electromagnetic spectrum warfare in joint operations are studied and discussed.
Overview of Operation Support Capability for Electromagnetic Spectrum Warfare
In the future, the operations in all fields will be joint operations, and the electromagnetic spectrum domain is no exception. As a new mode of operations, electromagnetic spectrum warfare can take on operational tasks independently or provide overall support for joint operations. The quantitative description of its operational support capability is very important for joint operations planning and command controlling.
Concept of the Electromagnetic Spectrum Warfare
The concept of electromagnetic spectrum warfare was proposed by the US Strategic and Budgetary Assessment Center in 2015 [2] . After several years of development, its connotation and extension covered gradually the traditional "spectrum warfare" and "electronic warfare" fields. The electromagnetic spectrum warfare emphasis how to use electromagnetic radiation energy to control the electromagnetic operation environment, and protect own personnel, facilities and equipment or attack the enemy. There be, the role of electromagnetic spectrum warfare is support effectively the task force to complete various military missions in the electromagnetic spectrum field. In short, all direct or indirect operations related to electromagnetic spectrum can be classified into the category of electromagnetic spectrum warfare.
Definition of Operational Support Capability for Electromagnetic Spectrum Warfare
The operational support capability for electromagnetic spectrum warfare can be defined as tactical-level spectrum operational capability to support a variety of joint operation tasks. The tactical-level spectrum operational capability include spectrum monitoring capability, interference warning capability, interference resolution capability, frequency prediction capability, etc. The joint operation tasks include joint offensive operations such as nuclear counterattack operations, firepower strike in ground and sea attack, air and space strike operations, and so on. The joint defensive operations such as air defense and anti-missile operations, ground and sea control operations, and so on. The joint information operations such as network attack and defense operations, electronic countermeasures, and so on. The operational support capability of electromagnetic spectrum warfare is composed of multiple tactical-level spectrum operational support capability, which jointly supports the overall situation or single operation mission of joint operations.
Measurement and Calculation for Operation Support Capability of Electromagnetic Spectrum Warfare
The measurement of support capability for tactical-level electromagnetic spectrum operation is relatively simple. For example, the capability of monitoring equipment to locate ground jamming source can be measured by the target probability of single equipment locating jamming source, that is, "the probability of locating jamming source / per single station". The capability of frequency assignment can be measured by the frequency points number of spectrum management system assigning frequency in unit time, that is, "the number of assigned frequency points /per unit time".
The electromagnetic spectrum warfare includes a variety of tactical-level spectrum operation tasks. The diversity and uncertainty of electromagnetic spectrum warfare bring more complexity to the measurement of operation support capability for it [3] . In this paper, we propose two methods to measure the operation support capability of the electromagnetic spectrum warfare [4] : successful probability of the operation support and the comprehensive measurement method.
The Successful Probability of Operation Support for Electromagnetic Spectrum Warfare
Referring to the principle of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA), we decompose the large task in the electromagnetic spectrum warfare into several tactical-level spectrum operation tasks by using mission-oriented architecture. There is a loose coupling relationship between tactical-level spectrum operation tasks. The operation support capability of each tactical-level spectrum operation task is easy to calculate, and the electromagnetic spectrum operation support capability can be deduced.
There are diversity, randomness and uncertainty in the operation support capability of each tactical-level spectrum operation. In order to carry out the comprehensive calculation of various operation support capabilities, we adopt a relatively simple operation support capability measurement method-success probability method. The successful probability calculated by this method is related to two factors, one is the successful probability of spectrum support capability itself, and the other is the relationship between the factors that affect the spectrum support capability. For example, the successful probability of acquiring enemy stealth target by frequency agility long-range surveillance radar in intelligence reconnaissance operation depends on own electromagnetic compatibility and anti-jamming ability on the one hand, but on the other hand, we must obtain the anti-stealth ability of enemy target. Only by combining the two elements, we can estimate the successful probability of detecting enemy target by our radar.
Taking air defense forces to intercept enemy cruise missiles under the operation support capability of electromagnetic spectrum warfare as an example [5] . Assuming that the subsonic cruise missile of enemy fly over three layers air defense missile interception area of sea-air-land one after another. The various services of army need to complete the interception operation with the assistance by a series of frequency equipment, which include medium and long-range surveillance radar, short-range fire control radar, electronic countermeasures system, active decoy system, and so on. If the random occurrence probability of various support abilities is independent each other, the joint probability of the random factors is the probability product of each random factor. The interception probability of air defense missile of every service is P interception :
(1) In Formula (1):
P d -Detection probability of medium and long-range surveillance radar. P a -Successful probability of against electronic jamming. P c -Probability of electromagnetic compatibility in the air defense system and the probability of electromagnetic compatibility between the air defense system and other systems.
P f -Successful probability of effective tracking after air defense system finds enemy missiles. P t -Successful probability of active decoy system. P g -Successful probability of short range fire control guidance radar locking enemy missiles. P h -Successful probability of single air defense missile hitting target. The successful interception probability of air defense missiles supported by electromagnetic spectrum warfare is shown in Table 1 (some data in the table are assumed). Table 1 . The successful interception probability of air defense systems in various armed forces. According to Table 1 , the successful probability of intercepting, injuring or destroying enemy targets by navy, air force and army air defense missile systems respectively supported by electromagnetic spectrum warfare is as follows: P Navy ≈0.4, P Air force ≈0.4, P Army ≈0. 4 If every air defense missile system has the possibility of only hitting the target but not destroying it, then air defense missiles may be launched by every service. At this time, the successful probability of air defense missile system hitting or destroying the target under support of electromagnetic spectrum warfare, that is, the operation support capability can be showed by formula (2):
In Formula (2): n is number of intercepts. We suppose that each service launches an air defense missile only once, the successful probability of air defense missile system is 0.784.
Comprehensive Measurement Method of Operational Support Capability for Electromagnetic Spectrum Warfare
The operation support capability of electromagnetic spectrum warfare not only reflects the successful probability of joint operations, but also reflects the type and scale of joint operations that can be implemented under support of electromagnetic spectrum warfare, such as large-scale (theater-level) air-sea integrated joint operation, medium-scale (group-level) local air defense joint operations, and so on. Only when the operation support capability of electromagnetic spectrum warfare is integrated into the overall situation of joint operations, it is meaningful to measure the operation support capability of electromagnetic spectrum warfare. The status and role of the operation support capability of electromagnetic spectrum warfare in the overall situation of joint operations is shown in Figure 1 . According to the actual situation of the battlefield, the operation support capability of electromagnetic spectrum warfare has different contributions to joint operations. In different type and scale of joint operations, tactical-level spectrum operations take on different tasks and contribute different degrees. The weighted method can be used to measure the operation support capability of electromagnetic spectrum warfare, as shown in Formula (3). joint = 1 t1 + 2 t2 + 3 t3 + ⋯ + tn (3) In Formula (3): t1 , t2 , t3 … tn -The contribution of tactical-level spectrum operation capability in electromagnetic spectrum warfare to single operation in joint operations.
1 , 2 , 3 … -Weighting coefficient of the contribution for single operation in joint operations.
In order to guarantee unbiased estimation, we need ∑ = 1, 0 ≤ ≤ 1
=1
.Weighting coefficients 1 , 2 , 3 … can be assessed by authoritative experts.
To sum up, assuming that medium-scale joint air defense and anti-missile operations are currently under way, the operation support capability of electromagnetic spectrum warfare is expressed as follows: If P joint = 0.97, then army will win the medium-scale joint air defense and anti-missile warfare with 97% successful probability supported by electromagnetic spectrum warfare capability.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper, the research about measurement methods of the operation support capability for electromagnetic spectrum warfare is still in the primary stage. In the future warfare, more and more frequency actions and operation tasks supported by spectrum will be involved in the field of electromagnetic spectrum warfare. The relationship between these actions and tasks will be more and more difficult to be independent. In future studies, we will focus on measuring the contribution and successful probability of operation support capability for electromagnetic spectrum warfare to the overall joint operations in complex battlefield environments.
